Self-Certifying as Local Traffic on a Posted Road

Evaluate each pickup or delivery site independently to determine Local Traffic status on each posted road. Further explanation of the terms and process below is provided in 67 Pa. Code, CH-189 and CH-190. Any vehicle plus load in excess of 8.5’ wide, 40’ long or 73,280 LBS or combinations over 80,000 LBS, 8.5’ wide or with trailers in excess of 53’ are required to have a Special Hauling Permit through APRAS.

Is there a reasonable, non-posted alternate route available to reach the site?

YES

Select and use the alternate route.

NO

Are minerals, natural gas, oil, timber, coal, wind, water or other natural resources being developed, harvested or extracted at the site?

NO

Is your hauling activity a Local Traffic use or site?

Local Traffic Uses:
- Emergency vehicle
- School bus
- Vehicle or combination of a governmental agency or utility or their contractor(s) engaged in or providing material for construction or maintenance.

Local Traffic Sites:
- Residence, commercial establishment, or farm.
- Permanent forest product processing mill.
- Permanent coal reprocessing or preparation plant not located on a mine site.

YES

Hauling to or from the site is not Local Traffic.

NO

Self-Certification as Local Traffic is not possible.

Has the Local Traffic status of the hauling activity or site been revoked by the Posting Authority?

YES

Evaluate the next site for Local Traffic Status

NO

Proced with hauling to or from this site